
Relationship
Fundraising 
Where do we go from here? 
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How can we use it to raise more?

We all start here - embracing 

relationship fundraising. 



What would engage my donors?

How do I keep them?

Can we survive?

How can I raise more? 

What do our donors

really want?

Help!



The Study 
* Review of relationship marketing 

literature 

* Review of psychology and social 

psychology

* What does this mean for professional 

practice?   

screen shot goes here
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“ Everything we know about how to build 

a good relationship as a parent or friend  

we can apply to fundraising. 
“

www.pursuant.com/relationshipfundraising

Adrian Sargeant (2016) 



EXPANSION

EXPLORATION

AWARENESS

COMMITMENT

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stages of Relationship Fundraising  

Dissolution



Choose one’s partner carefully

Structure the partnership carefully

Devote genuine time and resources to 

developing the relationship

Maintain open lines of communication

Establish and maintain trust between 

the parties.

What does one need to develop a 

successful relationship?  



How do you do this when…

Trying to establish relationships 

with people who may not desire 

a relationship with you?



Donors give through us, 

not to us!



“ I feel I support them in spite of them.  

It’s not them I support, it's the cause.
“

Anonymous donor 



“ Not all relationships are important to all 

companies all the time … some marketing 

is best handled as transaction marketing.
“

Gummesson (1994)



Transactional 

Fundraising vs.
Relational

Fundraising 

Single Sales

Immediate ROI

Short-term

Purchase

Little Emphasis

FOCUS

KEY MEASURES

TIMESCALE

ORIENTATION

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Customer Retention

Lifetime Value

Long-term

Relationship

Major Emphasis
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Most relationships are an exchange.



When to use transactional or relational?

Transactional 

Fundraising 

Relational

Fundraising 



The Fundraising Pendulum

Transactional 

Focus on beneficiary 

Meeting low level needs of donor

(Early stage of giving)  

Relationship 

Focus on donor

Meeting high level needs of donor 

(Later stages of giving – after 5 meaningful gifts)





Make an impression

Invite them to share 

contact information for 

something they value

Stage 1

AWARENESS
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What will inspire a 

donor at this stage?



Have a Compelling Offer





Stage 2

Invest in Immersive 

experiences 

Conduct Donor Surveys 

Offer Donors Choice 

Move from Intrusion to 

Invitation

EXPLORATION
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Invest in Immersive Experiences 







Jeffersonian Dinners



TheGenerosityNetwork.com



Offer 
Donors
Choices

1 Satisfy them by giving 
them control

2 Don’t ask on 1st Date

3 First prove value of 
communications



Botton 

Village  

Submit

I want to be removed from your list

I only want updates not appeals

Write to me only at Christmas 

I want back editions of the newsletter

I’d like a copy of the video of what 

it’s like to live at Botton Village  

I want back editions of the newsletter

I want to come take a tour 

50%
Response Rate
on year end appeal!



Conduct Donor Surveys Early 



Communication preferences 



Beneficiary preferences 



Why’d they join?  



What do they want to support? 



Intrusion Invitation
Move from



Short and simple 

6th grade reading level

Easy to read, easy to do (great 

design) 

Remember…

Subject line is EVERYTHING

Don’t ask anything you already 

know (gift amounts, etc)

@rachelmuir



What will inspire a donor at this stage?



People give for emotional reasons.  

Give your cat cat food.

Give your donors 

emotional information.    
Give your donors emotional information.”

“

Jeff Brooks



Habitat UK’s 

money back 

guarantee



EXPANSION

Create a sense of longing 

Pursue intimacy 

Deepen Perceived Similarity

Invite them to reflect on future 

support 

Stretch their idea of how good 

they can be

Stage 3
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Pursue Intimacy





How often do you ask feedback?



Poll: How often do you survey donors?

a) We’ve never done it.  

b) We tried it once.  

c) Once a year.

d) More than once a year.





Which do you most want from a donor?  

1) A big gift 

2) Naming us in their will  

3) Their trust 



After engagement (event, 
volunteering)  

Simple, short, 
unobtrusive and 
optional

Donor satisfaction 

surveys

When should I ask for feedback?

@rachelmuir

“How’d we do?”



1.  Were you thanked appropriately?    

3.  Did we share the impact of your gift?  

4.  Would you recommend us to family and/or 

friends as an organization worthy of support? 

Sample donor satisfaction questions 

2.  Were you thanked in a timely manner? 

Source:  Sofii.org and Tina Cincotti, FundingChange

7. Is there anything else you want us to know?  

5.  How might we increase your satisfaction?

6.  Are you satisfied with the communication we send?



Truth bomb   



The best time to fix a broken experience, 

or build on a great one, 

is in the moment that it happens.”

“

Charlie Hulme, Donor Voice

@rachelmuir Facebook.com/RachelMuirFundraising



Has this ever been you?



Who did you tell about it?



Deepen Perceived Similarity 



Deepen perceived similarity 



on                   supportFuture
Invite them to reflect



Stretch their idea of how good 
they can be



What will inspire a donor at this stage?



Tell the donor “you” did this

“You made your gift just one (week, month) 
ago and already you’ve… (insert 
amazing accomplishment here)



The goal isn’t to impress people 
but to let them impress you.

“
Marty Neumeier, 

The Brand Flip: 
Why Customers Now Run Companies  



COMMITMENT

Stage 4

Donor fusion of personal

identity with organization.

"When ___ is strong, I am 

strong"  

Relationship is communal.  

Taking care of org is care 

of self.
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Implications for fundraisers



Plan the donor journey

Relationships are a chain of activities that are only as 
strong as your weakest link. 

• Strengthen every link in the chain – response card, prompt 

follow up call, incentive, welcome process, good CRM, etc. 



“ As a sector we need to care at least as 

much about how we impact the lives of 

our supporters as we do about how we 

impact the lives of our beneficiaries.

“
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Thank you!

rachelmuir.com

rachel@rachelmuir.com

Follow me

@rachelmuir

Contact me

Want to chat?  Calendly.com/rachelmuir

Facebook.com/RachelMuirFundraising



Questions?


